
Digital Learning Day is on February 28 and we can’t wait to celebrate. Before our exciting celebration 
and grade-level typing challenge launches, check out our Digital Learning Day Checklist for Success to 
prepare for the big day and have some fun! 

  Map It Out 
Click here to view the official  
Digital Learning Day map for 2019.  
Plus, plan your celebration activities 
including our Keyboarding Without Tears® 
virtual typing challenge!  

 Sharing Is Caring
Ask fellow colleagues about their plans 
for Digital Learning Day and make sure to 
challenge them to a typing duel! There’s 
room for everyone in the Keyboarding 
Without Tears virtual typing challenge 
with grade-level appropriate activities for 
developmentally appropriate competition! 

 Get Social
Follow @OfficialDLDay and the Learning 
Without Tears™ Facebook @LWTears, 
Twitter @HWTears, and Instagram  
@lwtears to stay up to date with all the 
fun and activities you can participate in 
on #DLDay.   

 Tech Check
Make a checklist to ensure you have 
everything you need for Digital Learning 
Day and our virtual typing challenge. It 
doesn’t hurt to have a backup plan just in 
case you get a visit from the blue screen of 
death on your computer. 

 Stay Hydrated 
To compete to win you’ve got to take the 
necessary steps to prepare for the big 
day. Keep to one of the most popular 
New Year’s resolutions and make sure 
to consume lots of H20. Practicing 
keyboarding can be hard work, so it’s 
important to stay hydrated! 

 Stretch 
Finger yoga is a thing…google it. 
Whether you’re a teacher and want to 
add some stretches to your busy day or 
want to help your students let off steam, 
stretching is beneficial for everyone and 
can help your students get ready for the 
competition.  

 Have Fun 
Most importantly, have fun! You don’t 
have to wait until the big day to practice 
typing with fun and engaging lessons 
in the classroom. Check out our FREE 
keyboarding demo now and try out one 
of our Spot Check Challenges. You’ll soon 
see why what some might call “practice” 
feels a lot more like play. 
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